Maths

Science

 Place Value - multiplying & dividing by
10, 100 etc., rounding and ordering.
 Calculation - efficient methods for
adding, subtracting, dividing and
multiplying.
 Shape - Symmetry, 2D shapes,
translation and reflection.
 Data Handling - answering a range of
questions by collecting data, a range of
charts.
 Measure - interpreting scales,
accurate use of units of measure

Earth and Space

English
Class Novel: ‘Cosmic’
by Frank Cottrell
Boyce
Narrative,
Newspapers, Persuasive,
discussion, Letters, diaries.
Non-fiction texts—Earth and
Space
Explanation
Biography
Poetry
Grammar
Punctuation, Spelling and
Grammar

Music
Don’t Stop Believing
 Melody and rhythm

Year 5/6
Term 1/2

EARTH AND SPACE

 Singing
 Percussion

Art
Printing and Painting

 Make detailed observational
drawings.
 Respond to Patrick Caulfield’s
use of contour and flat colour.
 Creating portraits

Computing
We Are Game Developers!
use logical reasoning to explain how
some simple algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors in algorithms
and programs

French
Mimi, La Fourmi de L’espace

 Memorise & present a short, spoken
text .
 Write words, phrases and short
sentences, using a reference

PSHE
Being me in my world
Celebrating differences
Looking at what makes each
individual special and unique.
Learning about why differences
are good and help to build rich and
diverse communities.

PE
 Games - Invasion Games
 Gymnastics - Flight
 Dance

Religious Education
What does it mean to be a Muslim in Britain today?
 Describe the Five Pillars of Islam and give examples of how these
affect the everyday lives of Muslims.
 Make connections between Muslim practice of the Five Pillars and
their beliefs about God and the Prophet Muhammad.
 Answer the title key question from different perspectives, including
their own.

 To learn about Earth and its
position in space
 To learn about Earth’s rotation
and day and night
 To learn about the movement of
the moon in relation to the
earth and its phases
 To describe and talk about other
planets in our solar system
 Links to Maths—measure,
distance, scale
 Links to English—explanations /
biography / non chronological
reports

History and Geography
Latin America
 Use world maps, atlases and
globes
 Identify the position and
significance of latitude,
longitude etc.
 Identify how a country’s
location on the globe affects its
climate
 Describe and understand key
aspects of physical geography

The Mayan Civilisation
 Develop a chronologically secure
understanding of world history
 Construct informed responses by
learning about religious beliefs
and practices of Mayan people
 Understand and complete simple
calculations using the Mayan
number system and calendar
 Experience the Mayan writing
system
 Note connections and trends
over time by learning about the
food the ancient Mayan people
ate and its cultural and religious
significance
 Identify changes for the Mayan
people over time, including
where ancestors of the Ancient
Mayans can be found today

